introduction The central question of this special section -what the future university press in Canada will look like; its purpose, its value, its means of support, and its role in the contested realm of academic freedom -began as an idea for a panel at the 2015 Modern Language Association conference in Vancouver. Having been involved in scholarly publishing for many years, the panel organizer (Ruth Bradley-St-Cyr) and panel respondent (Melissa Pitts, Director of University of British Columbia Press) sought to pull together some new perspectives from both within and without the Association of Canadian University Presses (ACUP) community. We were surprised to discover that, despite the radically shifting business landscape and the often-tenuous existence of university presses in Canada, two universities -Concordia and Sherbrooke -were scheduled to open new university presses within a year or two. Considering that Athabasca also opened its own university press in 2008, such a jump in the number of university presses in Canada has not been seen since the 1960s.
As Frédéric Brisson wrote to us, the lack of a university press at Université de Sherbrooke had long been seen as an obstacle to the diffusion of knowledge, affecting the prestige of an institution that specializes, among other things, in book studies. One might think that the digital age would have rendered obsolete the necessity of such a tool for the faculty -but quite the opposite was true. In an era overloaded with information and a profusion of sources, the importance of a credible, professional publisher was deemed greater than ever. Université de Sherbrooke's plan was to launch its own digital university press, focusing on journals and conference proceedings. Given the limited audience compared to their counterparts publishing in English, French university presses face stiff business challenges. Using digital tools under a university press imprint marries current technology with the age-old imperative to publish or perish.
Sherbrooke's plan reminds us, though, that whether the business model for open access works or not, if scholarly publishers don't move their material online in an accessible format, then undergrads doing research will never stumble upon a peer-reviewed academic source. Even if the library buys the eBook format, undergrads are morphing into creatures who only search through Google no matter how many library seminars we set up for them, no matter that the average Google search (which focuses on 'best match' and 'most popular') makes pathetic use of keywords. Accessibility -or SEO (search engine optimization) -thus becomes a huge issue for publishers. Open access (and paying Google to bump you up!) will be the only way to reach young researchers, a pattern that will continue as they move into the workplace. In effect, this means that it is university libraries that need scholarly publishers to survive and not the other way around. In the new paradigm, the functions of the library -searching for and accessing information -are being replaced by Google. The Internet is hungry for content, which is what publishers, not libraries, produce. While libraries need scholarly presses for their content, scholarly publishers, for their part, have developed their own expertise in eBooks and open access just as they have developed expertise in every other area they have had to tackle over the years. It is just one more sock to put on the octopus, one that morphed out of functions that publishers must do anyway -marketing, online presence, supply chain management, and metadata.
Though the monograph remains central to scholarly communications and career advancement in the social sciences and humanities, the current publishing model is under siege. For very specific reasons, publishing is primarily a business and does not conform easily to the university paradigm. Scholarly publishing in Canada, as now configured, has therefore become an ongoing target for financial assassination, the paradox being that if you butcher your plow horse because you are tired of eating turnips all winter, you will be unable to till your field come spring. Better to keep the horse, and keep him well fed.
Publishing decisions have always been based on a cluster of factors: market, reputation, strategic purpose and value, grant potential, and long-tail forecast (profit and loss, or P&L). How a press makes the decision to publish a book varies, but if a book promised to raise the press's profile internationally in a key discipline -despite the author not being Canadian and thus not eligible for Canadian grants -then most presses would still proceed. The university that funds the press must understand that the job of the press is not to publish only the authors of the funder but to build its own reputation for excellence, not academic vanity. A book that continues to sell well after its inventory costs have been written down contributes both to the reputation of the press and to its longterm survival. As John Wright accurately acknowledges in his paper here, social sciences and humanities titles have unpredictable sales trajectories and long tails; hence publishers jealously guard their potential for late-onset revenue.
1 One large course adoption or turn of current events can bump up sales unexpectedly, as happened to University of Toronto Press when its book Rockbound, published in 1928, won CBC's Canada Reads in 2005.
In this complex business of scholarly publishing, university press staff require a Renaissance-like blend of business acumen, marketing savvy, editorial ability, design sense, and people skills -a talent set unlike that found in any other part of the university, including the library, meaning that press staff must look outside the university for their own professionalization. Again, this affinity with commerce rather than academia leads some to accuse the press of trying too hard to be a business rather than a service to the university and its professors, an ironic charge in an era when universities expect entrepreneurialism from their schools of business and capitalization of research results from their STEM sectors (science, technology, engineering, and mathematics). If a university press is run like a business, it is not because it expects or even hopes to make money; on the contrary, it is only because it strives not to become an actual money pit, which would certainly threaten its survival. The full costs of the 'dissemination of results' have always been supported by sales -not only to university libraries and not only in Canada -and thus rarely borne by the academy alone.
Besides sales, a whole army of granting agencies, both generalist and discipline specific, forms a web of support for academic publishing, as Eric Lyall Nelson's paper discusses. The competition for institutional funding is very stiff and will only become more so as requests for article processing charges to underwrite the costs of open access increase. Decades ago, the Canada Council began its life funding scholarly pursuits as well as artistic ones. Once this scholarly function was hived off into a separate entity -the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Councilthe Canada Council became rather resistant to the idea that scholarly works also have cultural value, even if not literary in form. Now the Canada Council is being reshaped to harmonize its activities to meet market-driven and impact-laden benchmarks. Will this make funding scholarly works with a potential market and impact more palatable? For its part, the Awards to Scholarly Publications Program (ASPP) seems to be losing ground in what it can fund, with the average monthly cut-off for funding rising from 4.3/6 points in 2015-16 to 4.5/6 points in 2016-17, meaning that an increasing number of books recommended for funding are not receiving it, with the approval rate falling from 75 per cent to 66 per cent of projects.
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And what about funding open access? This 'public good' must be factored into the funding mix. Merely mandating that all publicly funded research be published openly does nothing to pay for the publishing costs involved, only for the research costs, and thus nothing to maintain the 'dynamic Canadian scholarly publishing sector' 3 that the Federation for the Humanities and Social Sciences desires. In fact, a book that might have reached record sales in print form, thus contributing to the publisher's bottom line, may be hampered rather than enhanced by this mandate. The 'framework for advanced, robust, sustainable, collaborative models for the Canadian dissemination of the scholarly record' 4 cannot be put in place without some understanding of the business of publishing, which is not at all the same as mere dissemination.
Juggling the requirements for scholarly (ASPP), arts (Canada Council and provincial arts councils), and sales grants (the Canada Book Fund, formerly known by its acronym BPIDP) is but one of the balancing acts that scholarly publishers do, and have always done. The main tightrope has always been goodwill: the goodwill of board members, peer reviewers, staff, customers, and, of course, the university itself.
From a lay perspective, publishing as a business is not well understood even by those granting funds for its continued work. A few years ago, one university press received so much grant money (from various sources) for a particular title that the press was able to use a second colour (besides black) for the type inside the book and bump up all the other production values as well, making it the most beautiful book the press had ever produced. But, not understanding that all the grant money had to go into that specific book, not into overhead, the university department providing the operating grant accused the press of squandering money. The huge success of the staff in attracting grants for the project brought only scorn from the university, not the praise the staff certainly deserved. The fallout from this misunderstanding was considerable, and the reputation of the press, and especially of the staff, suffered in the eyes of the administration as a result. One wonders, then, if we have yet found the right relationship between the university and the press bearing its name.
The papers in this special section address this relationship, funding issues, business issues, technology issues, existential issues, and more. After all, it is, as I mentioned, a complex business.
preview of special section papers
The section opens with 'The Evolution(s) of Wilfrid Laurier University Press: Toward Library-University Press Integration' by Lisa Quinn, Director of Wilfrid Laurier University Press, and Charlotte Innerd, Head of Collection Development and Acquisitions at the Laurier University Library. Thrown into a new cooperative relationship in 2015 when the $400,000 subsidy to the press was eliminated in a round of budget cuts, Quinn and Innerd outline the new relationship between press and library. The challenges include not only different perspectives and business models (the library is still fully funded by the university but the press is not) but also the many revenue challenges for scholarly publishing in Canada, including 'the educational exception to fair dealing in Canadian copyright law and the concomitant collapse of the licensing model administered by Access Copyright' and, ironically, shrinking library budgets. As the authors point out, 'Integration of an established press within the library at Laurier will mean the opportunity to have practical in-the-trenches discussions about balancing the tension between the rights and responsibilities of creators and those of users, and about the expectations for the press to generate revenue from the scholarship it publishes versus the internal pressure on libraries and other users to pay less for it. ' In fact, although both presses and libraries deal with both books and journals, it would be superficial and simplistic to think that this would make them natural business partners. It would be like putting those who supply free down-filled coats to the homeless in charge of the goose farmers. The downward pressure on the price of feathers would soon put the farmers out of business. Or, as Quinn and Innerd more elegantly put it, Presses and libraries are both curators of collections but with vastly different approaches. University presses are directly engaged with content development, evaluation, and production, alongside their assessment of the market or audience for a particular work. . . . The value of university presses is in their core publishing functions: substantive development and editing of content, production, distribution, and marketing. . . . Libraries, by contrast, are more concerned with facilitating access to resources as determined by user needs, and most library publishing programs seek to provide the widest possible access to a venue of publication for their user base.
Eric Lyall Nelson's paper, 'Subsidy Landscapes and the Organizational Sociology of Scholarly Publishing,' examines the publication of scholarly books in the field of public administration in Canada and finds a multifeatured subsidy landscape where many players contribute to the overall public good of having such books available. His broader argument, though, is that subsidies are not merely of utilitarian value in balancing the budget but also play a key role in building that Renaissance-like expertise that scholarly publishing rests upon. 'If we fail to appreciate the sociological aspect of book subsidies,' he warns, 'we risk becoming incapable of observing the contribution of subsidies toward sustaining the organizational knowledge necessary to ensuring the production of high-quality books. The fable that standards can be maintained while slashing through the practices of a publisher is true from a managerial perspective only because it is blind to the value of these standards in generating intellectual capital.'
In 'Open Access for Monograph Publishing: Operational Thoughts and Speculations,' John Wright probes the many reasons why no workable model for funding open access scholarly publishing for monographs has yet been devised. Referencing the chain of unintended consequences and path dependency, Wright examines the 'deeply rooted. . . government and regulatory practices' and 'the norms and institutions of academe' that shape the practice of scholarly publishing in Canada. The way forward continues to be murky, but ACUP, the Federation for the Humanities and Social Sciences, universities, and other stakeholders continue to search for models to disseminate scholarship without gutting scholarly publishers themselves.
An This collaboration between the University of British Columbia Press, University of British Columbia Library, and University of Washington Press will harness online tools that go far beyond EPUB and PDF to push scholarly publishing to new multimedia levels, providing an environment that includes e-tags to address questions of ownership, control, access, and possession (OCAP) of intellectual property and cultural materials, a key issue for Indigenous partners.
Lastly, Geoffrey Robert Little outlines the birth of a new university press in 'Old Traditions and New Technologies: Creating Concordia University Press.' The new press puts 'into practice the first sentence of the 2002 Budapest declaration on open access: ''An old tradition and a new technology have converged to make possible an unprecedented public good.''' Little lays out the rationale for why an open access Concordia University Press is needed in Canada. He notes that although digital aggregators have created sophisticated digital access models for library users (patron-driven access, linear lending, and others) and propelled these by extraordinary discoverability mechanisms, the question remains as to whether there has been a concomitant explosion in use. In other words, is it the library that is losing ground and not scholarly publishing itself ?
These five papers explore how Canadian university presses will take on their future shape. Are they poised to surmount the many challenges and remain freestanding entities in the academic landscape? Or are there irremediable disjunctions -financial, ideological, and pragmatic -the sum of which will see them being absorbed into scholarly communications, their role as publisher transformed into a role in publishing? Decades ago Canadian university presses such as University of Toronto Press and University of Ottawa Press began in the basements of their university libraries and then outgrew them. In our rapidly shifting business climate, must they now return to the basements from which they came? acknowledgements The author thanks Melissa Pitts for her contribution to the panel that originated the project and for her review of and contributions to this introduction.
